While the bleached-blond alt-right speaker Milo Yiannopoulos does not cut an intimidating figure, he does cut a conniving one. Public universities have been known to speculatively place him on campus within a ten-mile radius. However, when Yiannopoulos came to Rose-Hulman, the campus was strangely silent. Yiannopoulos was scheduled to speak in the Vonderschmitt Dining Room during the week of February 2, when the University of California at Berkeley was nearly torn apart by the student riots.

Yiannopoulos posing for a selfie, probably blocking a landmark with his face.

When threatened, Yiannopoulos will hiss to intimidate.

Photo Courtesy of Breitbart-duh

windows. Public Safety was on site in case riots ensued. However, Public Safety ended up abandoning the building, the British writer after ten minutes, as nothing happened.

When asked about his movement full of furniture scheduled to be replaced next year, prime to be thrown through the Students did pass by the Kahn Room on their way to pick up dinner from the Vonderschmitt Dining Room during the event, one student remarked. “He was, like, muttering to himself,” the student said. “It looked like he was playing some sort of game,” the student went on to say. “I didn’t get that,” a second student commented. “He was hunched over his phone. It looked like he was in some sort of internal dialogue.”

When the American railroad system began in the 1860s, eventually, communism prevailed. That’s necessary when you have rapid economic growth, you can argue this point and it might be half of Rose-Hulman students. We actually have courses [at ISU] in effective procrastinating.

It is unclear what Yiannopoulos will do next. His tour schedule had him going to the University of Chicago, but students stopping by the Circle K said his bus was heading east instead.

“Knowing him, this was probably a sucker punch,” one student commented. “Maybe he’s going east to find himself.”
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Mystery Surrounds New Chair

With talk of the $2.39 million McLaren sale buzzing around campus, speculation is running wild as to what Kim Jong Un will put towards a new chair, and released their final plans earlier this morning.

“The base will be made of a highly specialized titanium alloy, with an integrated seat warmer,” said Hose-Rulman President Sarah Johnson. “For maximum comfort, the cushions are stuffed with cashmere and alpaca, a beautiful contrast to the dragon scale trim.”

Johnwell hopes this chair, and the many like it to follow, will help support creation of transformative learning experiences in the classrooms and provide opportunities for national engagement with other exceptional scholars. “People love chairs!” he exclaimed.

The chair will be revealed to students later this month, but for pictures and detailed plans, visit the Hose-Rulman website.

Alex Jones Puts his Shirt On!

A real life photo of our glorious leader putting off the enemy. Photo courtesy of funnyjunk.com

Local Couple Needs to Stop (Please)

Their clapped hands and swinging arms give them just enough of a swagger that you can’t get around them on the way to your couch.

Sitting on each other’s laps in the middle of the library, they put the same pair of earbuds in opposite ears so their faces are as close as possible.

And just when you thought you could enjoy the development of mid-term cramming in peace, they overheat one of their conversation and suddenly crave the most release of death.

Though the teachers of good journalism nurture healthy, the years have shown that 10 in 10 people do not need to see a couple fucking each other cramped in the best view into each other’s eyes? That’s fine. I’ll just take my minimize single self and my music to the other end of the hall. But physically placing food into your significant other’s mouth? Hose-Rulman is now standardly produced for independent students. For the love of God, act like it.

Source: Do, You “Really Need Sources?” It’s Common Sense, and If You Don’t Agree: You’re Part of the Problem.

Our Glorious Leader Invents Time Travel

André Henderson
Anx Inspired Spectator

Last night the Democratic People’s Re-

democracy announced that Kim Jong Un, in his continued research and sacrifice for all True Koreans, has invented the first time machine.

An amazing discovery by our esteemed, glorious leader, Kim Philby is at all high, if you eat or are higher.

We have also heard reports that our glorious leader Kim Jong Un has plans to use the device to make True Korea even greater than it is (if that is even possible).

Kim plans to use the time machine to go back to the future so that all the children of True Korea can ride the shouldn’t, causing joy

in the hearts of the capitalist piglets in

the West.

The glorious leader also plans to go back in time and show the notorious Kim Jong Nam before he was ever born so his half brother could never sully the grand Kim Jong

Nam’s final plans for the time machine is to use it to destroy the evil western gov-

ernments, so that their citizens can be re-

cued from the squalor and poverty they are kept in.

Truly our glorious leader is the greatest king-alive and his word should be fol-

owed by the letter. In Kim Jong Nam’s, goodness.

Source: A reader from the national news center of Pyongyang, the most trust-

worthy news source in the world.

Who pulled the lookoff? Alex Jones or Vladimir Putin? My vote goes to Jones’ pecks.

Photo courtesy of JoeMyGod.com

Our Mission Statement:
We are Hose-Rulman’s worst and ninth independent student newsrag. We keep the Hose-Rulman community mildly entertained by publishing a public and ridiculous account of the shenanigans that take place here.

Marc Schmitt • Editor-in-Chief

Karelo Korte • Mopheads #1

Nolan Hughes • Mopheads #2

Lauren Wieseman • Resident Wieseman

Curtis Humm • Waiter Deep in Sake

San Leslie • Winnebago Cinema Editor

Thaddeus Hughes • Rugged Individualist

Blake Powell • Bulls & Stuff Guy

ISSUES: Of His Thron is published during the second Tuesday of the month rather than when the wenewwolzv sing “Thriller.”

WEEKLY MEETINGS occur at 5:15 a.m. when we won’t have to speak to anybody we don’t know. All members of the Hose-Rulman community are warned to stay away as we need people to sacrifice to the gods of grammar.

SUBMISSION of articles, photographs, art, and letters to the editor is turned over to our supreme leader and then mocked ruthlessly.

THE RIGHTS to do whatever they want, whenever they want, and be protected by the Council of the Thron. We may choose to kidnap and force fried chocolate to unsuspecting freshman.

LETTERS TO THE SUPREME LEADER should be sent with enough at least three grammar.

THE VIEWS SURPRISED herein are absolutely false and meant to mislead you. If you believe anything ever published in TEH HOSE THRON you’ve got what is coming to you at no risk to the idiots who publish it.
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Rants

5 Reasons Why Women Need To Be in the Draft

Bri Magolli

Internalized Misogynist

Ever since its inception, the draft has been dominated by young men. Seeing as it is 2021, and women ought to be seen as equals to men regardless of ability or other important factors, women should serve alongside men and be included in the NFL draft.

1. Not everything involves offensive duty.

Football isn’t just about running and tackling people anymore, it’s about coming together as a team and as a community to achieve a certain goal. There’s so much that goes into getting that ball into the end zone, and most of it isn’t even on the field.

There are water bottles to fill, towels to fetch, even seats to warm, all of which is currently being fulfilled by unskilled women with dashed dreams and lackluster amateur football careers. Teams should not转录 these 5 gallon coolers into taking heart, skill, and determination. Today’s women are beyond physically qualified for the task.

2. Women aren’t weak anymore

Women can be impressively strong!!

Picture via colourbox.com

According to the official documentation, any male who is physically qualified is required to register for the draft. But what does physically qualified mean?

These days, with the widespread availability of gyns and training supplements, women can be just as strong, if not stronger, than men. Lugging those 5 gallon coolers around takes heart, skill, and determination. Today’s women are beyond physically qualified for the task.

3. Women will make the team smarter, more agile, and more equitable

It’s no secret that women are sly, evasive, and excellent at playing mind games. Their smaller, sleeker forms make them suitable for blending in and not being seen. Plus, they can use the power of harass forays to distract the opposing team.

4. A gender-neutral draft will help broaden expectations of what women can do

I can’t stop looking at that scantily clad forearm.

Picture via grantland.com

For so long, women have been trapped in the kitchen, chewing out sandwich after sandwich for ungrateful ex after ungrateful ex. By entering the draft, women can leave the oppressive confines of their #90s limineum-lined kitchens and take advantage of the state-of-the-art NFL kitchens.

Women are capable of so much more than sandwiches. Sometimes, they can manage to produce culinary masterpieces such as spaghetti, or even grilled chicken. NFL kitchens will assist women in unleashing their true potential.

5. I’ll feel empty inside until this purely symbolic legislation is passed

Nuff said.

Shrinking Speed Lake Proves Global Warming a Hoax

Alex Jones (A)

Renowned Anti-Globalist

Last week, a study of massive importance came out, completely disproving the Globalist’s greatest Trojan horse, their greatest control system for the masses, and disproving the largest plot for destroying our world.

That’s right, we at the Hose Throw have complete proof that so-called “Climatic Models” is a myth propagated by the evil satanic-hating Globalists.

You see, a study on Speed Lake came out showing that the lake has lost 5 feet in water levels, a truth the lying corporate media doesn’t want you to know. A major part of the Globalist lie about the weather is that the temperature of the planet is increasing because of burning fossil fuels. They believe the increased temperature is causing the ice caps at the North and South Pole to melt, causing water levels to rise and flooding to occur. However, THE MASS MEDIA LIED TO US AGAIN, there has been no increased water levels in speed lake, water levels have only gone DOWN!

This leave us with a single conclusion: more water must be getting trapped in ice instead of being melted.

I am telling you people, global warming is all a big hoax and we have the proof. But we all know the fake-news-corporate-media won’t talk about this because they’re owned by the globalists, these evil people who want to destroy all the nations of the world. They know that if they can make all these countries spend billions to combat a fake worldwide catastrophe that the countries will go bankrupt and they can take over.

First they’ll take over our governments, fueled by their past failure of installing Hillary Clinton (we got saved by Donald Trump). Then, they’ll feminize our men using chemicals like what they were testing on the frogs to make them gay (another study the corporate media ignored). Finally, they’ll make being Christian illegal, totally destroying the moral compass of the west.

I’m telling you guys, THESE PEOPLE ARE EVIL, THEY WANT TO DESTROY US, AND WE HAVE TO FIGHT BACK AGAINST THESE BAD RATS WITH THE RIGHT WEAPONS. WE DON’T NEED CHANGE, WE NEED DESTROY.

COUNTY, THANK GOD FOR DONALD TRUMP CAUSE HE’S OUR MAN FIGHTING BACK AGAINST THESE PEOPLE.

I am sorry for that, I’m a Christian man, I don’t like getting that angry, BUT THESE FREAKING SATAN LOVING GLOBALISTS MAKE ME SO STINKING MAD.

But don’t worry fellow infowarriors, not all is lost. You can help fight off the Globalist Satans. All you must do is buy some of the wonderful products we have at the #HILL CLINIC in a Rapid hosestructor.com where we sell water filters like ProPure to keep the chemicals out, the specially produced consumable chemicals to resist the globalist science magic and help fend Donald Trump’s 2020 elections. Because it is never too early to fight back the globalist from the White House again.

I’m Alex Jones and next week we will be discussing what they’re putting in our food at the Jone and how the Globalists are turning the green grass with the chemicals they’ve added to the water supply. See you soon.

Photo via infowars.com
NO JOKES. WE ARE VERY SERIOUS PEOPLE. Email comments to the Thorn Flipside Editor <thorn.flipside@mailman.rose-hulman.edu>. Disc

claimer: The Flipside is purely for fun educational purposes. Any uncredited work above can be attributed to me, Emma Oswood.

1. abat-jour - skylight or device to direct light into a room.
2. carriwitchet - a quip or quibble; a pun; a conundrum
3. nemorivagant - wandering through forests
4. kyriolexy - the use of literal expressions
5. zenzizenzizicz - eighth power of a number
6. gadzookery - the use of archaisms in literature
7. paraselene - mock moon; bright patch on a lunar halo
8. extramundane - beyond the known universe
9. imparidigitate - having an odd number of fingers on each limb
10. lexiphanic - bombastic; sesquipedalian; using many long words

INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES
“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.” - Benjamin Franklin
“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.” - Nelson Mandela
“If you can dream it, you can do it.” - Walt Disney

Fact of the Week
Nikola Tesla was born around midnight during a fierce lightning storm.

Spinach Leaves and the Human Heart

Emma Oswood
Flipside Editor
Momma always said to eat your greens, but with a new breakthrough in biomedical science, those pesky veggies may have found a new way into your system. The researchers of Worcester Polytechnic Institute of Massachusetts have grown beating heart cells on a spinach leaf. Their end goal is to be able to create a viable heart for transplant.

To get from green leaf to beating heart, the spinach had to undergo many different chemical treatments. Researchers put the leaves through a process called decellularization. This process stripped the leaves of its cells, leaving behind the cellulose structure of the leaf.

Once a leaf was only a shell of its former self, it was seeded with human cardiovascular tissue. Blood was then pumped through the leaf, utilizing the vein structure of the spinach to deliver nutrients to the cells. Five days after the initial seeding, the cells began to spontaneously contract.

This isn’t an immediate solution. According to the lab, “Our investigation provided promising results, but many questions still remain before decellularized plants become clinically relevant.” The main issue is the question of whether or not the host body would accept plant tissue.

However, researchers are confident they are moving in the right direction. This work, coupled with other “cross kingdom” work, is paving a new approach to organ and tissue engineering. While becoming part-plant had once only been a plantkin’s wet dream, it is now becoming reality.

RHT History Corner

This Week in History

Spinach Leaves and the Human Heart

The Process of Decellularization - Photo courtesy of Biomaterials
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Photo courtesy of Biomaterials

Rose used to have an “Ugliest Man on Campus” contest. Students who felt they possessed admirably terrible mugs would submit their picture to Alpha Phi Omega. Students would then view these pictures and pitch in their spare change to vote on the campus Quasimodos.

This image is part of the Sideflip 4 page and includes a question about whether or not “Ugliest Man on Campus” was a real thing. The answer provided is that it is possible, as the author dug through years of Alpha Phi Omega and Rose-Thorn archives to make sure it was a real thing. She thinks it ran from 1980-1983.
Dear Colleagues,

A professor, a dandelion, and the Easter Bunny walk into a bar. For the rest of this joke please visit my.hose-rulman.edu.

Regards,
Barry

---

Barry D. Hachett  |  Professor  
Hysterical Engineering
HOSE-RULMAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

5500 Wherebush Avenue  |  Terrible Hole, IN  31131-1311
Phone: 555.867.5309  |  FAX: Who uses a FAX anymore?
hachebd@hose-rulman.edu